2012 Hot Topics (January-March)

March 2012

Privacy

On March 1st Google launched its new privacy policy, adding YouTube and Web searches to account holders search history. This information, gathered among Google’s 60 services will inform ads you might see in Gmail and results from web searches. In an increasingly interconnected online world, do you know how to manage your digital footprint? Read up on online privacy, best practices, and explore the rise and development of the Google empire.

Carroll, Evan. *Digital Afterlife: When Facebook, Flickr and Twitter are your Legacy, What’s Your Legacy?* K564 C6 C37 2011
Fertick, Michael. *Wild West 2.0: How to Protect and Restore your Online Reputation on the Untamed Social Frontier*. HD30.2 F495 2010
Girard, Bernard. *The Google Way: How One Company is Revolutionizing Management as We Know It*. HD9696.8 U64 G6613 2009
Haugen, Hayley. *Internet Safety: Issues that Concern You*. HQ799.2 I5 I58 2008
Jarvis, Jeff. *Public Parts: How Sharing in the Digital Age Improves the Way We Work and Live*. HM742 J37 2011
Levmore, Saul. *The Offensive Internet: Speech, Privacy and Reputation*. KF390.5 C6 O344 2010
Mayfield, Antony. *Me and My Web Shadow: How to Manage Your Reputation Online*. HD30.2 M388x 2010
Ryan, Peter. *Social Networking*. HM742 R93 2011
Stross, Randall. *Planet Google: One Company’s Audacious Plan to Organize Everything We Know*. HD9696.8 U64 G667 2009
Vaidhyanathan, Siva. *The Googlization of Everything (and Why We Should Worry)*. HD9696.8 U64 G669 2011
Wilson, Tony. *Manage Your Online Reputation: Don’t Let Angry Client, Jealous Lovers, or Ruthless Competitors Ruin Your Image*. HD59.2 W56x 2011
Zandt, Deanna. *Share This! How You Will Change the World with Social Networking*. HM741 Z36 2010
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February 2012

Everything Needs an Introduction...

Combining authority with wit, accessibility and style, Very Short Introductions offer an introduction to some of life's most interesting topics. They are written by experts for the newcomer, demonstrating the finest contemporary thinking about the central problems and issues in over 100 key subjects: from philosophy to Freud, quantum theory to Islam, witchcraft to Jesus, modern art to ancient warfare.

To see a list of this growing collection, visit the Library Catalog and select “Alexandria Campus” in the Select College option and search on “Very Short Introduction” to see a list of the over 240 titles in this series.
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January 2012

SIMPLIFY

It’s the beginning of a New Year – what is your resolution for 2012? Perhaps it’s to get organized, de-clutter, save money, down-size, manage your time better and generally simplify your life. Let one of these books show you how:

Adler, Bill. Outwitting Clutter. TX147 A35x 2002
Bishop, Ronald. More: The Vanishing of Scale in an Over-The-Top Nation. HM621 B57 2011
Frank, Robert. Luxury Fever: Why Money Fails to Satisfy In An Era of Excess. HC110 W4 F7 1999
How to Organize Your Life & Get Rid of Clutter. DVD TX147 J3357 2000
Le Van, Marthe. Shelf Expression: 70 Projects & Ideas for Creative Storage & Display. TX309 L48 2004
Levine, Judith. Not Buying It: My Year Without Shopping. TX335 L456 2006
Lockwood, Georgene. Complete Idiot’s Guide to Organizing Your Life. TX147 L595 2005
Mellen, Andrew. Unstuff Your Life. TX324 M45 2010
Novak, Jamie. 1000 Best Quick and Easy Organizing Secrets. TX309 N68 200
Orman, Suze. The Money Class. HG179 O75764
Platt, Stacy. What’s a Disorganized Person to do? TX324 P572 2010
Porter, Eduardo. The Price of Everything: Solving the Mystery of why we Pay what we do. HG223 P67 2011
Quinn, Jane Bryant. Smart and Simple Financial Strategies for Busy People. HG179 Q565 2006
Ramsland, Marcia. Simplify Your Life: Get Organized and Stay that way. TX147 R36 2003
Ramsland, Marcia. Simplify Your Space: Create Order & Reduce Stress. TX324 R36 2007
Roth, Larry. The simple Life. TX158 S515 1998
Sander, Peter. Pocket Idiot’s Guide to Living on a Budget. HG179 S2355 2005
Time Management. LB2395.4 .W55 2011
Walsh, Peter. How to Organize Just About Everything. TX147 W2756 2004
Walsh, Peter. It’s All too Much: An Easy Plan for Living a Richer Life with Less Stuff. TX309 W34 2007
Ward, Lauri. Downsizing Your Home with Style. TX324 W35 2007
Weber, Lauren. In Cheap We Trust. HG179 W387 2009
Wilcox, Ronald. Whatever Happened to Thrift. HC110 S3 W54 2008
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